
Philippine Music: 
Evolution and 
Purposes

2nd ESO



I found the kahoot for this lesson in the Fulbright Drive and decided to make a more complete lesson based off 
of it. 

I started with having students talk to one other person about the warm up questions on slide 3. Then we shared 
and had a brief class discussion. 

Then I played Find Someone Who… 
You can print off the bingo template I used. It can be found in the speaker notes of slide 4. 
I let students walk around the classroom to find people to check their boxes. The rules were simple: don’t repeat 
names and ask all the questions in English. 
When they finished, I would ask: “Can someone raise their hand and tell me who in this class {insert prompt}. 

I shared with them my favorite artists. Depending on the age group, they think this is really interesting. 

Slides 5 and 6 are optional, but I added them in case I needed more to talk about for the sake of time. 

How to use this lesson
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WARM UP 

01
Who is your 

favorite artist 
right now?

02
What is your 

favorite genre of 
music?

03
Can you play any 

instrument or have 
the talent for 

singing?



BINGO
Bring out a piece of paper and make a 

BINGO 3x3 template



INSTRUCTIONS

In any order, write these statements in each of 
the boxes:

1. Uses YouTube Music
2. Can name 3 of the biggest American 

artists
3. Likes POP Music
4. Plays the guitar 
5. Doesn’t like rap music
6. Prefers Spanish music
7. Is a talented singer
8. Prefers music from other countries
9. Uses Spotify



INSTRUCTIONS 2.0
1. Walk around the classroom to find people to check your 

boxes. 
2. The rules are simple: 

a. Try as much as possible to NOT REPEAT NAMES,
b. Ask ALL the questions in English 

i. Example:
1. Can you play the guitar?
2. Do you like rap music?
3. Do you prefer music from Spain?

3. When you are finished getting people’s names, we can 
gather and share to the class who in this classroom do 
such things. 



GENRES
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Popular Music Genres in 

the Philippines



MUSIC

Music is an art form 
that has been around 
for centuries. It is a 
universal language that 
can be understood and 
appreciated by people 
from all walks of life.



GENRES of MUSIC

ROCK
Energetic, 

strong beats, 
and insightful 

lyrics.   

COUNTRY
American 

musical style 
that has 

elements of 
folk, blues, and 

rural dance 
music. 

POP
Short for “Popular”. 

Catchy, simple 
lyrics, short songs, 

and easy-to-
remember 
melodies.

CLASSICAL
Symphony, 

serious, 
valuable, regal.

Can you name any famous artists from 
these genres? 

R&B
A mixture of 

pop, soul, hip-
hop, and 

electronic 
music.





Indigenous Music
This is the pre-colonial 
music of the Filipinos. 
Depending on the origin, 
they use gongs or other 
natural objects to 
produce sounds. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StdCqJ9qCiU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StdCqJ9qCiU


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKXyeXoQLRA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKXyeXoQLRA


Philippine Folk Music
This music has Spanish 
and Latin American 
influences. Aside from 
standardized genres are 
many pre-colonial 
musical forms 
syncretized with Catholic 
and general Hispanic 
idioms, typically involving 
in religious folk rituals.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQLxrnPnjGs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQLxrnPnjGs


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WLfqDMwA_o

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WLfqDMwA_o


Philippine Folk Music
In the South of the 
Philippines, the 
influence is mostly 
that of Muslims, which 
many used 
percussion 
instruments. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQQBvi5M_xQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQQBvi5M_xQ


Harana and Kundiman
These are lyrical songs 
from the colonial period. 
These were used in 
courtship rituals during 
the 1920s.

These are rooted in the 
Spanish-Mexican 
tradition and based on 
the rhythmic patterns of 
the habanera.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mhOUYJeBEk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mhOUYJeBEk


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3EqzCwvhTI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3EqzCwvhTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3EqzCwvhTI


PPop (Philippine Pop)
Philippine Pop is a 
popular music that is 
usually played on the 
radio. They can be 
novelty songs that target 
the mass or 
sophisticated dance 
music or ballads that use 
modern musical 
instruments. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwhnSlM9vk8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwhnSlM9vk8


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fREsDSnT_2A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fREsDSnT_2A


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahpmuikko3U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ahpmuikko3U


OPM (Original Pilipino Music)
OPM is a genre of music 
that originated in the 
Philippines. It is 
composed and 
performed by Filipino 
artists, using Filipino 
language (sometimes 
English) and culture as its 
inspiration. 



OPM (Original Pilipino Music)
This has played a 
significant role in shaping 
Philippine culture. It has 
also become a source of 
national pride and 
identity, as it showcases 
the unique beauty and 
richness of Filipino 
language and music. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daZoiEGyFgg&t=2s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daZoiEGyFgg&t=2s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMl-vAOP9wU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMl-vAOP9wU


EMOTIONS and 
MOOD
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Emotions and Mood

Music has the power to 
evoke emotions and 
change our mood. It can 
make us feel happy, sad, 
excited, or relaxed. 
Music can be used to 
improve our mental 
health and well-being.



How can music help improve our 
mental health?

1. Music can help reduce stress. 
2. Music can help improve your memory. 
3. It can reduce pain and anxiety. 
4. Music can build your motivation.
5. Music can improve your mood. 
6. It helps reduce the symptoms of 

depression.



QUESTIONS

1. Do you often listen to music?
2. If you can create your own musical instrument, how would it look like 

and  
3. What kind of music do you listen to? Why?
4. What kind or style of music would it be weird for your parents to 

listen to? Why?
5. If you were a song, what song would you be and why?



QUESTIONS

6. What do you think the world would be like without music?
7. What kind of music do you listen to cheer you up? Can you suggest 

any artists to the class?
8. Why is music so important to people and culture?
9. How have your musical tastes changed since when you were a kid?
10. Who are your favorite bands or solo artists? What do you like about 

them?



CREDITS: This presentation template was created 
by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, and 
infographics & images by Freepik
Please keep this slide for attribution

SALAMAT

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


http://bit.ly/2PfT4lq
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